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Abstract: This work presents and discusses the application of power electronics for the integration
of several distributed generation sources, as well as those related to it, the microgrids and the
smart grids, to the power sector. Trends and challenges are addressed for the area of study and an
embracing overview of the main technologies and techniques is presented for future investigation.
As there are many power electronics devices available for employment, in each one of these crucial,
modern, sustainable electrical systems, it is important for students, researchers and professionals to
understand and compare the state of the art of them all, for the right choice in their respective uses.
These apparatuses not only allow grid matching, but also provide new functions that enhance these
artifacts’ operations, and of the entire power system. Thus, in this paper, the relationship between
power electronics and distributed generation is detailed, with the role and classification of each static
converter for the improved operation of wind power, photovoltaic systems, fuel cells, small hydro
and microturbines exposed. While the first two are more widely covered in the literature, the last
three are rarely discussed and differentiated, in terms of their power electronics interfaces. Then, the
same is made for microgrids and smart grids, also scarcely approached in other works, with regard
to the characteristics of the power converters applied, confirming their superior performances with
the use of power electronics. Finally, conclusions are given.
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1. Introduction
Power electronics, the field where semiconductor equipment is studied and developed
for the efficient conversion of electrical energy, through advanced control methods, has
been playing an increasingly important role in the world. Their devices find applications in
the most varied areas of technology, involving electricity. Industrial, mobility and energy
sectors raise their productivities and improve the quality of their services when making
use of them [1].
At the same time, distributed generation (DG), mainly in the form of renewable energies, has aroused great interest in recent years, due to its admirable potential benefits, such
as reduction in the emission of greenhouse gases and pollution in general, improvements in
reliability and in power quality, private production of electricity, employment generation,
among others [2,3]. Its adoption, and that of its related technologies of microgrids and
smart grids, seems the right way to achieve the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 7 of
the United Nations’ 2030 Agenda, for ensuring “access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all” [4]. It is not by chance that DG has expanded and penetrated all
the points of the power system. Indeed, the total installed capacity in the whole world of
the most acclaimed sources of DG, solar photovoltaic and wind power, grows exponentially,
with the former rising from about 72 GW to 710 GW, and the second from approximately
220 GW to 732 GW, between 2011 and 2020 [5].
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Despite this favorable prospect for DG and its affine technologies, problems can arise
from its inadequate connections within the power system and its negative impacts can come
in several different ways. In the power system’s protection, it can come in the form of nonintended islanding, incorrect automatic reclosing and misleading relay coordination [6,7].
In the power system’s control and stability, changes in the short-circuit level and impacts in
the inertia’s constant are some of the possibilities [8]. In the power quality, the injection
of current harmonics, the elevation of voltage sags and, in the flicker level, more frequent
swells and interruptions, are some examples [9–11].
This apparently tragic scenario does not contradict the huge investment that has been
made in the DG market. What explains this seemingly paradoxical phenomenon is the
fact that, with the correct integration, the number of benefits outweighs the losses, or
even eliminates them completely. This is where static power electronic converters come in.
These devices can not only make DG compatible with the grid, but can also improve their
operation and the overall operation of the system, in terms of efficiency, cost, reliability and
power quality. It is also thanks to them that it is possible to erect microgrids and smart grids.
For these reasons, it is imperative for today’s power engineers, and all other professionals
involved with the energy and sustainability sectors, to understand the relationship between
these technologies.
Thus, this work intends to elucidate how the interaction between power electronics,
DG, microgrids and smart grids happens. Its purpose is not to detail topologies, but rather
to understand the role and importance of power electronics for these three technologies,
as well as categorize and differentiate, explicitly, the converters used in each one of them.
Moreover, advantages and disadvantages are highlighted.
Other papers found in the literature cover similar topics to the ones addressed here [12–14].
Nevertheless, their focuses are mainly on the most popular DG sources: wind turbines and
photovoltaic systems. Of course, these are fundamental structures to study, considering
their power electronics strategies. Thereby, they are also analyzed in this work, including
additional distinct information. However, there are other DG technologies that are rarely
mentioned in this scenario: fuel cells, small hydro and microturbines. They are also highly
beneficiated from static converters. The last two, for example, are more traditionally known
and their conventional similar forms, hydroelectric and thermoelectric power plants, would
not greatly profit from power electronics. This is not the case for the new technologies,
which work properly only with the direct application of power electronics, as will be
explained later. Moreover, although power converters are primordial elements for the
operation of microgrids and smart grids, these combined systems and their features are not
comprehensively discussed in other general reviews.
In this context, trying to fill a gap found in recent published review articles, concerning
Power Electronics for Modern Sustainable Power Systems, the remainder of this article is
structured as follows: In Section 2, different configurations, using power converters for
integrating some of the DG technologies into the power system, are approached, with wind
power, photovoltaic systems, fuel cells, small hydro and microturbines being discussed.
In Section 3, microgrids are the main object of study. In Section 4, the theme is smart
grids. In both cases, the importance of power electronics is clarified. Finally, conclusions
are presented.
2. Power Electronics and Distributed Generation
In this paper, DG is defined as any electric power production technology that can be
easily installed in a great variety of geographic and physical locations, regardless of where
it is connected (transmission, distribution or consumption side) and of its size, being spread
throughout the entire power system or isolated. It, therefore, encompasses wind power,
photovoltaic systems, fuel cells, small hydro, cogeneration, biomass energy, small thermal
generators and other sources [2].
These technologies, however, have the most distinct electric outputs, while the power
system requires current, voltage and frequency standardized parameters. To solve this
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Wind power is the technology that transforms the energy from the wind into electricity.
enriched with the use of converters. Other classification is based on the speed; if it is or is
This conversion is realized by wind turbines, with the horizontal axis with three blade types
not variable [13,19]. Relating these two classifications, it can be verified that the independbeing the most used [18]. One of its classifications makes clear the strong bond with power
ent one does not have variable speed, while the others have.
electronics, since the division is given by the degree of dependence with it. Namely, wind
turbines can be independent, partially dependent or totally dependent on power electronics
converters as interface [12]. Each one of them will be exposed, but it is interesting to notice,
beforehand, that even the operation of the independent ones can be enriched with the use
of converters. Other classification is based on the speed; if it is or is not variable [13,19].
Relating these two classifications, it can be verified that the independent one does not have
variable speed, while the others have.
Wind turbines independent of power electronics (Figure 2a) are coupled directly with
the grid, by induction generators with a squirrel-cage rotor. With torque variations, its
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speed changes minimally (1−2%), which leads to it being considered fixed. Besides that,
by the type of the generator used, the turbine requires reactive power absorption. This
compensation can be done by the grid or, more usually, locally, by switched capacitor banks
(5 to 25 steps) [12]. The biggest advantage of power electronics for this category is in the
initial connection of the turbine to the power system. When this occurs, there is a transient
with high inrush currents. These currents can have their values substantially reduced with
the use of a thyristor converter, the soft starter. After this transient regime, a bypass switch
connects the wind turbine directly to the grid [20]. Advantages of the independent turbines
that can be considered are the simple construction, the low cost and the absence of complex
converters. The disadvantages are the constant speed, the mechanical reinforcements
necessary to avoid wear [19] and the possibility of flicker appearance, if the grid is weak,
as a consequence of the wind fluctuations [13].
The second classification of turbines, partially dependent, can be partitioned as follows:
rotor resistance and doubly fed induction generator (DFIG). Both of them are more complex
and expensive solutions. In contrast with the independent ones, however, these have
variable speed. In the first one (Figure 2b), this variation is partial, and it differs a little in its
structure from those of non-variable speed. The only two modifications are that the rotor
is a wounded one and one external variable resistance, controlled by a power electronics
converter, is connected to it. This allows for changes in the machine slip, and consequently,
although small, in its speed and its output power.
For the DFIG (Figure 2c), the rotor is still the wounded one. However, it is connected,
via slip rings, to the power system by a back-to-back converter (AC-DC with a DC-AC)
that controls its frequency and, therefore, its speed. The stator is directly coupled to the
grid. The first advantage is that, with a small converter (30% of the nominal power of the
turbine), a broad variation of speed can be achieved (typically 30% higher or lower than
the synchronous speed). The second advantage is the control of the active and reactive
powers. In the case of the latter, the compensation is made internally, dispensing the use of
capacitor banks. This configuration also makes a smooth connection with the grid, without
external means [20]. With these advantages, the wind turbine can participate in ancillary
services, besides contributing with improvements in power quality. One last interesting
advantage is the reduced noise, due to the low speed with calm winds. On the other
hand, one disadvantage is the presence of harmonics of high frequency, which forces the
installation of filters in wind parks [19].
The third and last category, the totally dependent wind turbines (Figure 2d), has
its electric machines fully connected to the power system with power electronics as the
interface (back-to-back). There are various benefits. Beyond the complete speed variation,
there is the intern reactive compensation, the smooth connection to the grid [13] and the
fast and complete control of active and reactive powers [19]. In contrast, the converter adds
losses, complexity and sensibility to the system. The electric machine in this category can
be the induction generator of the squirrel-cage rotor type, the conventional synchronous
generator (with few poles), the multiple-pole synchronous generator and the permanent
magnet (PM) synchronous generator. These last two have the great advantage of eliminating
the use of the gearbox. The removal of this item, also present in the other two categories of
wind turbines, provides the system with lower maintenance, losses and costs and greater
reliability [14]. When synchronous generators, with the exception of the PM, are adopted,
the field excitation can be done with the addition of a small rectifier, whose input is the
power system itself.
Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the different wind turbine classifications, in line with their respective power electronics dependencies.
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Table 1. Discussion about the main advantages and disadvantages of wind turbine configurations.
Wind Turbine
Configuration

Speed
Variation

Reactive
Compensation

Initial
Connection

Independent

Fixed;
Minimum
(1−2%)

Grid;
Capacitor
banks

High inrush;
Soft-starter

Partially
dependent with
rotor resistance

Variable;
Partial (small)

Grid;
Capacitor
banks

High inrush;
Soft-starter

Internal

Soft
connection;
Without
external means

Internal

Soft
connection;
Without
external means

Partially
dependent
DFIG *

Totally
dependent

Variable;
Partial
(±30%)

Variable;
Complete

Electric
Machine *

Gearbox

Comments

Squirrel-cage IG

Apply

Simple
construction;
Low cost;
Possibility of flicker

Wounded Rotor
IG

Apply

-

DFIG

Apply

Small converter;
Active and reactive
power control;
Reduced noise;
Harmonic
distortion

Squirrel-cage IG;
Conventional SG;
Multiple-pole SG;
PM SG

Apply;
Except:
Multiplepole and
PM SG

Complete, fast
active and reactive
power control;
High cost;
Complex and
sensible

* DFIG: doubly fed induction generator; IG: induction generator; SG: synchronous generator; PM: permanent magnet.

A 2016 report [21] showed that power electronics, independent and partially dependent with rotor resistance wind turbines, have an almost insignificant relative participation
in global market share since 2013. In 2015, for onshore wind parks, the DFIG category
was still the favorite one, with an installed capacity of approximately 50% in Europe and
around 75% in Asia, North America and the rest of the World. In Europe, however, totally
dependent wind turbines also have a nearly 50% market share. In offshore wind parks, this
last class is dominant. The different configurations follow a proportional relationship with
the wind turbine nominal power. The DFIG concept is the most used for those turbines
below 2 MW, while the totally dependent is the preferred solution for capacities higher
than that [21]. As there is a strong trend in growing power rating for wind turbines with
an average size of 2.6 MW onshore and 5.7 MW offshore machines delivered in 2019, and
configurations as large as 12 MW [22], and because of its advantages, such as full power
controllability, the totally dependent category will soon be completely predominant in the
wind power industry.
2.2. Power Electronics and Photovoltaic Systems
Photovoltaic systems are formed by photovoltaic cells that transform the sunlight
directly into electricity. One group of connected cells is called a photovoltaic module or
panel, while a photovoltaic array can be considered either a synonym of the latter, or a
larger system, formed by several of them connected in series or parallel [23]. The union
of panels, in series, also receives a special name: photovoltaic strings. Each one of these
schemes provides different voltages, currents and powers. However, for all of them, the
output is DC, which makes power electronics mandatory for most parts of the applications.
The apparatuses, which make possible the corresponding electrical link between the
photovoltaic arrays and the AC systems, are called indistinctly solar inverters, and may be
composed of a single AC-DC stage or by two stages, having one or more DC-DC converters
at the front of an inverter itself. Depending on the arrangement between the arrays and
the converters and their number, the solar inverters can be classified in five categories, as
shown in Figures 3–5.
The central inverters (Figure 3) are commonly adopted for systems with relatively
high powers and a large number of photovoltaic panels. A single unit can satisfy the entire
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The fourth of the five configurations is that of the microinverters (Figure 5a). These are
have a unique connection, in addition to the owner being able to later increase the numbe
connected in one, two, three or four PV(Photovoltaic) modules, having a DC-DC converter,
of panels of its power plant [14].
being two-stage or single-stage, with or without a high frequency transformer. The MPPT
is panel individual, which augments, considerably, the efficiency and the compatibility.
Another interesting characteristic is the fact that the use of microinverters makes the panels
plug-and-play devices. In other words, even people with little knowledge of photovoltaic
systems can easily install and connect this category. Another consequence is a more flexible
arrangement of the panels. In its turn, the high cost of having a single inverter for only one
or two panels is a disadvantage [24]. More disadvantages are the narrow MPPT voltage
range and the low reliability in the long term, since the system is susceptible to more
failures, due to the high temperatures it can reach (more than 60 ◦ C in some cases).
The last configuration of solar inverters is that of the photovoltaic power optimizers
(Figure 5b). They are an enhancement of the string inverter, with some benefits of the
microinverters. Each one of them is a DC-DC converter that is attached directly to the
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photovoltaic module, which gives them individual MPPT, yielding a higher efficiency and
a wide MPPT voltage range. The photovoltaic power optimizers and the photovoltaic
modules are connected in series, forming a string, which, in turn, is connected to a string
inverter. The entire system is, therefore, simple, has a high reliability and has fewer
components. On the other hand, some of the disadvantages are the high cost, a minimal
string length and an improved security system, due to the risk of arcing on the DC wires
between the photovoltaic modules and the string inverter [25]. Table 2 summarizes some
Sustainability 2022, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Solar

PV System
PV Modules
Diode/FuseNumber
Number
olar Inverter
PV System
PV modules
Diode/Fuse
of of
Inverter
MPPT MPPT
Capacity
Connection
Requirement
Stages
Categories
Requirement
Stages
Categories
Capacity
Connection
High power
Array Level
Array Level
Central Central
High power
Array Level
Array Level
Inverter
level
(all strings)
(all strings) Yes
Inverter
level
(all strings) (all strings)

String
Inverter

String
Inverter

Low power
level

Single string

String Level

Low power
Single string String Level
level Low to

Multistring
Inverter

medium
power level

Multiple
strings

No

No

PV Power
Optimizer

medium
power level

Module
Level

Module
Level

1
1
(DC-AC)
(DC-AC)

Highvoltage;
voltage;
High
Panels’
incompatibility
Panels’ incompatibility
(maintenance issue).

(maintenance issue).
1
Good efficiency;
(DC-AC),
1
cost.
2
(DC-AC),
GoodLow
efficiency;
(DC-DC + DC-AC)
2

2
Yes (DC-DC
*
+ DC-AC)
(DC-DC
+ DC-AC)

String Level

Low to
Multiple
Multistring
medium
String Level
Yes*
InverterMicroinverter Low powerstrings Module
Module
Level
power levellevel
Level

Low power
Module
Microinverter
level Low to Level

Yes

Comments
Comments

2
1
(DC-DC + DC-AC)
No
(DC-AC)

Flexibility;
High efficiency.
Plug-and-play
Flexibility;device
High flexibility/modular;
HighHigh
efficiency.
cost;
Excellent for shading
Plug-and-play
device
conditions.

High flexibility/modular;
High efficiency;
High cost;
Improved
security
1
system
mandatory;
Excellent for shading con(DC-DC)
Excellent for shading
ditions.
conditions;

1
(DC-AC)

No

Module Level

Low cost.

No

Operation together with
DC-AC converter.
* For three or more parallel strings at the MPPT input.

A factor that is important to highlight is the presence, or not, of transformers in the
inverters’ topologies. The use of them, no matter the type, brings galvanic isolation. However, both types, the high frequency transformer of DC-DC converters and the one with low
frequency, connected to the grid, diminishes the efficiency of the system. The second one
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also impairs the inverters by expanding the space occupied, increasing weight, elevating
its costs and making the installation more difficult. Proposing to remedy these problems,
the more used option has been the transformerless inverters, where the transformer is
absent [26,27].
The challenges of adopting this solution begin by the complexity of the topologies.
The structures are based, primarily, on the groups of the Full-bridge and Neutral Point
Clamped (NPC) single-phase inverters. In the first case, the classical H-bridge, with bipolar,
unipolar or hybrid modulation is a trend, as well as the others, more developed, such as
the H5, the HERIC, that with DC bypass and the zero-voltage rectifier. For the second type,
the classical NPC and the Conergy NPC are available. What explains the large range of
strategies is the search for transformerless inverters that are more efficient, secure, smaller
and less expensive [27]. Each one of them tries to get, for example, higher efficiency, with
the achievement of a zero-voltage stage, avoiding reactive power exchange between the
grid and the DC side capacitor, a decrease in or the elimination of the high-frequency
content and the reduction in the filters’ requirement [28].
For this transformerless inverters family, great attention must be given to the parasitic
capacitors and their leakage currents. The structure of the panels, formed by semiconductors, glass and aluminum, linked to the lack of galvanic isolation, brings up a capacitance
and possible currents that can bring risks to people and animals. The calculated value of
this capacitance is around 50 and 150 Nf/Kw and depends on various factors, including
humidity, distance between the panel and the surface of installation, the material of the cells,
among others [29]. The importance of this leakage current is so great that it is determinant
in the choice of the transformerless topology [26,27].
One important component of the photovoltaic systems that can be addressed is the
MPPT. Perturb and Observe (P&O), Hill Climbing and Incremental Conductance are the
more known [30,31], and will be explained here. Nevertheless, there are several others
proposed, including more complex methods that use artificial intelligence techniques, such
as fuzzy logic and neural networks [32,33]. Recently, even more advanced techniques
were proposed and developed, including the musical chairs algorithm (MCA) [34], optimal fuzzy control [35] and nested particle swarm optimization (PSO) [36] methods. The
MPPT methods make the photovoltaic arrays work by producing the maximum power
available, as changes in irradiation, temperature and in their respective loads, modify their
performances. This is reflected in changes in their I-V and P-V operation characteristic
curves. The relevance of power electronics is, again, justified here. It is thanks to the
DC-DC converters, working with a microcontroller or a digital signal processor (DSP), that
the MPPT methods are easily applied. The P&O, as well as the Hill Climbing, operate by
disturbing the duty cycle of the DC-DC converter, providing variations (voltage variations
for the former and power variations for the latter) that change the point of operation, where
the system is working in the P-V curve until it reaches its maximum. The algorithm of
the incremental conductance is based on the analysis of the incremental (I/V) and the
instantaneous (∆I/∆V) conductances. The comparison between the two indicates, with
respect to the position of the current point of operation, the position of the maximum power
point. Fixed increments of voltage by the DC-DC converter make this point to be reached.
As, specifically, for DC-DC converters, their main functions for photovoltaic applications are voltage regulation and MPPT control, they can be divided in the isolated and
non-isolated categories. In the first classification, the buck and boost converters, despite
being the cheapest ones, are not well suited because of their weak characteristics in tracking
the maximum power point (MPP). The Buck-Boost, Cúk and SEPIC converters have good
performance in MPPT, with optimal outcomes. The formal is used in low-power systems,
while the last two are better choices for medium-power solutions. In the case of the isolated converters, the flyback-based converters show good results, with high efficiency. In
high-power systems, however, H-bridge schemes are superior, mainly in cascaded and multilevel structures. It is important to highlight that the application of any MPPT technique is
independent of the topology chosen [37].
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2.3. Power Electronics and Fuel Cells
Fuel cells convert chemical energy into electric energy without moving parts and with
high efficiency. Pure hydrogen, the main fuel of these devices, does not exist in nature
abundantly, but there are many renewable and sustainable sources, such as biomass and
solar energy, and methods, including biological processes and plasma reformation, that can
be used to produce it [38]. The residues are, generally, only water and heat, with virtually
zero greenhouse gases emissions. Besides that, they have high energy density, being up to
ten times that of batteries [39]. It is a promising technology with many applications [40],
but it still comes at a high price. Power electronics have two roles to make them viable:
allow proper operation and reduce costs.
The output of these devices is DC and, therefore, the interface is similar to the one
used in photovoltaic systems, the conversion from DC to AC being mandatory for the
most part of the applications. The theoretical maximum voltage that each cell produces
is 1.2 V [39]. Just like the photovoltaic cells, the fuel cells can be connected together in
series and in parallel, to obtain higher levels of voltage and current. With lower power
ratings, an inverter stage may be sufficient. In this situation, the number of components is
small, the switching losses and frequency variations are lower, and the efficiency is higher.
However, since DC voltage in low-power fuel cell systems (less than 1 Kw) is low and
applications require higher voltages, a high-gain DC-DC stage is a good solution. On the
other hand, when the power rating is superior, this additional stage is largely employed
to avoid the use of low-frequency transformers, which are expensive, bulky and heavy.
A high-frequency transformer is appropriate in this case due to the lower cost [41]. In
addition, the DC-DC converter is very important because it performs the DC isolation
function for fuel cell systems [12] and controls the voltage profile, since the fuel cells
have some restrictions, such as lower performance with more ripple current, problems
with currents in reverse direction and slow response to load changes [42]. It also allows
integrated power factor correction and enables proper operation as uninterruptible power
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but not as interface. With its advances and the expansion of small hydro, this picture
has changed.
Conventional SM was, for a long time, the most used technology for hydroelectric
plants. With the advent of modern small hydro, other types of generators have been
chosen, as well as power electronics have gained more room for this DG technology. One
of the reasons for this is that the flow variations have more impact on them than the
traditional large-scale hydroelectric power stations. A significant benefit of these is the
reservoir type, where water is stored by large natural or artificial dams and can be released
for the controlled production of electricity. The small hydro power plants, in turn, are
often of the run-of-river types, where accumulation is minimal or zero [44]. They depend,
therefore, fundamentally, on the natural velocity of the waters and of the flows available at
the moment.
Such specifications require devices that provide more appropriate solutions. The PM
SM and the IM are preferred to solve these impasses. The first ones are coupled with
fixed speed turbines and gearboxes, and they directly connect the system to the grid [45].
Using the fixed speed solution, variations in the water flow will provoke instability. In this
way, variable speed solutions have enhanced operations for small hydro. The benefits are,
beyond stability, higher efficiency, flexibility and even smaller flooded areas. In the mechanical part, the variable speed turbine, Francis, is pointed out as the best performance for
small hydro. In electrical terms, the power electronics converters have a great importance.
The two most common systems adopted are similar to those used in wind turbines. In one
of them, the DFIG model, adapted for small hydro, configures a partially dependent power
electronics system. In the other one, a totally dependent system, a back-to-back (AC-DC
and DC-AC) converter, interweaves the power system with the generator, which can be the
squirrel-cage IM, the conventional synchronous and the PM one [45,46]. Figure 7 shows
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these systems, with variable speed hydro turbines, and their respective electric machines
and power electronics schemes.
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Figure 8. Microturbine structure with a rectifier followed by an inverter.
Figure 8. Microturbine structure with a rectifier followed by an inverter.

3. Power Electronics and Microgrids
Microgrids can be defined as locally controlled clusters of DG technologies, energy
storage and loads, forming a single system that can work in parallel with a grid, as well as
in intentional islanding [55,56]. In the parallel operation, microgrids have given external
voltage and frequency references, most of the time, by the distribution system, which
they are connected to. The islanding operation consists of the opposite of the parallel
operation, working in isolation from the rest of the power system, without external voltage
or frequency references [57]. Having their own local electric power production and being
independent from the grid, microgrids bring greater reliability to their participants and
higher power quality. Aside from this, microgrids reunite all the DG benefits in technical,
economic, social and environmental terms.
The whole operation of microgrids relies, fundamentally, on their control systems.
These are all implemented through the converters connected to the DG units or other
devices. To control them is to control the microgrid. Thus, power electronics are essential
here. The control strategies are generally divided into two categories: centralized and
distributed [58]. In the first case, a central controller defines how each power converter
will work in the microgrid, determining its entire performance. In the latter, each converter
measures, calculates and decides locally its behavior, without communication with the
other units, which are, nevertheless, working in parallel with it.
In an AC microgrid, the power converters may be classified by their control functions
in the microgrid [59,60]. Grid-forming converters are those that establish the voltage
amplitude and frequency of the microgrid, working as an ideal voltage source (Figure 9a).
Grid-feeding converters follow the voltage and frequency references from other units to
inject power to the microgrid. It is analogous to an ideal current source (Figure 9b). The
last of the converters is the grid-supporting configuration, in which voltage and frequency
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Grid-feeding converters follow the voltage and frequency references from other units to
inject power to the microgrid. It is analogous to an ideal current source (Figure 9b). The
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In order for microgrids to have an enhanced performance with control, reliability
and flexibility, the DG technologies must have two characteristics: plug-and-play and
peer-to-peer [61]. This means that, in the first place, the DG insertion into the microgrid
must be independent of any changes in the control and protection of the whole system.
They must be simply connected and used as the name indicates, without affecting the other
components of the microgrid. In the second place, the system must also be independent of
essential devices that provide the parameters for the operation of the rest of the elements
of the microgrid. In other words, in the absence of any DG, the microgrid should not
completely interrupt its operation. These two attributes can be easily achieved with the use
of power electronics. To realize the correct operation of AC microgrids and endow them
with the two aforementioned characteristics, a hierarchical control system, with four levels,
is proposed [59,62]. The zero level comprehends the intern voltage and current loops of
the converters.
The primary control commands the islanding operation of the microgrid. Although
different techniques have been proven to be applied and have great results, such as the
master–slave, the droop control method has been the most adopted one, since it provides
the electric power sharing of the converters, in parallel with great reliability, without the
use of communication systems and with only local measurements [63]. Moreover, such a
choice enables the fulfillment of the plug-and-play and peer-to-peer characteristics. In the
droop control method, the inverters mimic the multiple SM in parallel behavior in isolated
systems. This means that, implementing this technique in the control system of each one
of the inverters, in parallel, it is possible to regulate frequency and voltage through the
power control. These characteristic relationships between the active power and frequency
(P-ω) and the reactive power and voltage (Q-V) are represented in Figure 10, and are given
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islanding operation, under the primary control regime, the voltage and frequency magnitudes of the inverters may not be in the power system baselines. When connecting or reconnecting to the grid, the secondary control uses an external controller and communication, to compensate the deviations in all the converters with power system parameters
being measured and used as references. At the end of the procedure, when all of them are
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The secondary control is for restoration and synchronization. If the microgrid is in
islanding operation, under the primary control regime, the voltage and frequency magnitudes of the inverters may not be in the power system baselines. When connecting or
reconnecting to the grid, the secondary control uses an external controller and communication, to compensate the deviations in all the converters with power system parameters
being measured and used as references. At the end of the procedure, when all of them are
established in nominal values of the grid, a bypass switch that intermediates the microgrid
with the power system is closed to connect or reconnect both [59].
Lastly, the tertiary control allows the bidirectional active and reactive power flow
control between the microgrid and the power system. This is obtained with the comparison
between the local powers and reference powers, with the respective action of the microgrid
converters [62]. This control involves not only technical, but also economic aspects. In fact,
the correct control of the converters enables the microgrids to offer ancillary services, such
as voltage and frequency regulation, black-start, as well as improvements in the power
quality, such as harmonic compensation, flicker reduction, among others [59].
The hierarchical control of DC microgrids is similar to that of the AC microgrids,
having the same control levels [62]. They are, however, simpler. The zero level is still
associated with the voltage and current intern loops. The primary control, in turn, is linked
to the emulation of virtual resistance, analogous to the AC virtual impedance, which must
avoid the current circulation between the sources in parallel, if there is a voltage difference
between them. The secondary control has the function of restoration, correcting the voltage
deviation, while the tertiary control operates with power flow control, between the DC
microgrid and the system in which it is connected.
As can be seen, power electronics are a basilar element in the operation of microgrids.
In fact, they are more than that. One of the great benefits of using static converters for
deploying microgrids is that they make their architectures extremely diverse. Since power
electronics will allow microgrids to work with different devices, such as the many distinct
DG technologies and storage systems available in the market, and will adapt their electric
outputs as required, there is an infinite number of ways to design their structures. A
microgrid can be formed by different production devices, but it can work in the same
voltage and frequency levels at any point of it, even if they have incompatible natures,
such as wind, solar and microturbines. There are AC, DC and hybrid (AC and DC), singlephase and three-phase microgrids [65,66]. They can be radial or meshed. Their sizes and
capacities vary greatly. They can be installed in many different geographic locations. All
this is mainly because of the use of power electronics.
One last note about microgrids and power electronics is the connection to the power
grid. Traditionally, to physically connect electrical systems, mechanical circuit breakers are
used. However, microgrids must act very quickly when entering grid-connected mode or
changing to islanded mode, so that failures or elevated transients do not occur. The solution
is to employ intelligent static transfer switches [67]. These are very fast switches, with an
extremely low time of response, making the transitions imperceptible for DG units and
loads of the microgrid. They have many other attributes, such as safer, lighter and smaller
structures and no movable parts, and can be based on SCR or IGBT electronic switches.
4. Power Electronics and Smart Grids
Smart grids are a new arrangement of the traditional grid, combining and integrating
innovative techniques and technologies of the power sector. It is hard to define them,
because they encompass a great diversity of characteristics. Beyond incorporating a great
amount of communication, automation, information technologies and digitalization in the
conventional electrical grid, they also embrace the DG devices that need power electronics
for a good operation, as was seen in Section 2, changing the production side of the power
system. Another relevant point is that the smart grids are intended to move intelligence to
a decentralized state. That means that the many elements that are connected to the grid
must have the capacity to solve problems automatically, locally, and with communication
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among them [68]. In this way, the consumption, the distribution and the transmission sides
will also be affected and transformed. These possibilities, as has been indicated in this
paper, are inherent to the application of power electronics.
In the generation area of a smart grid, power converters will have to make units
act differently from the conventional manner. They must ensure that DG and storage
systems will not only inject active power, but will need to export reactive power, give
power and voltage support and make decisions, based on real-time measurements and
prices [69]. As for some of the DG sources, static converters should handle these with
variable and intermittent natures, such as wind and solar, by smoothing their electric
outputs. In this sense, for power electronics to be a genuine enabling technology for the
deployment of smart grids, they must have some attributes, such as: high efficiency and
reliability, synchronization competences, smart metering, self-healing and bidirectional
power flow control [70].
In fact, this last characteristic is very relevant in smart grids. There is the possibility
of reverse power flow, an uncommon aspect in the traditional electrical system, which
reveals power electronics as a fundamental piece in the management and control of the
smart grids [71]. Since there are many distinct players, producing and consuming energy
in a smart grid, new responsibilities will arise to guarantee the whole security. Power
production must be controlled and DG units may need to work in islanded mode. Loads
will need to be regulated and reduce their use to contribute to stability. Roles may even
change between these components [72]. These features can be reached via power converters.
The unification of specific control techniques and power electronics will allow for the
creation of intelligent interfaces among these different agents, sometimes called prosumers,
organizing and supervising the operation of the smart grids [70].
That is why it is also important to highlight that a link between smart grids and power
electronics is the transformation of the distribution system from passive to active [73].
In future power systems, the insertion of different devices, such as DG sources, energy
storage systems and controllable loads [74], can bring more problems than solutions, if the
fit-and-forget methodology is applied, making conventional investments inevitable. The
active management of the grid allows, on the contrary, the full capacity of work from the
new and old devices of the grid to be enabled, lowering the costs. One example that makes
this clear is reactive power management. If it is permitted that inverters can operate out of
the unity power factor condition, and that this parameter is totally controlled, it is possible
that utilities will no longer install capacitor banks, avoiding additional costs. Nevertheless,
they can obtain a high capacity of electric power transport and better voltage regulation.
Moreover, the distinct DG technologies must work together in the distribution system in
hybrid structures. The active management through power converters is fundamental here,
optimizing the available energy resources [75]. Another example is the participation in
ancillary services. If DG could work with this arrangement through its static converters, not
just focusing on active power production, it would really be able to replace the problematic
large hydroelectric, nuclear and fossil fuel power plants.
To some authors, smart grids are formed by the integration of many smart microgrids,
interconnected with communication, data and power exchange [76], working with efficient
energy management systems [77]. Thus, it is evident from what was discussed in the last
section, the preponderant influence of power converters in smart grids. Moreover, this
cluster of smart microgrids can adhere to the hierarchical control by only changing its scale.
In this sense, the tertiary control of each one of the microgrids would be the primary control
of the group of smart microgrids, and so forth [62].
The high penetration of power electronics in the generation, distribution and consumption areas of the smart grids brings many benefits. Nevertheless, attention should
be paid to one particular issue: harmonic production. Converters can inject currents with
non-sinuisodal waveforms, and this can cause problems for the power system. Some of the
new devices integrated to the smart grids go further than the conventional situations, by
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introducing non-characteristic harmonics. This must be considered when connecting any
technology associated with power electronics in future electrical systems [78].
Finally, on the transmission side, power converters contribute to the emergence of new
equipment and practices that aggregate more intelligence, efficiency, control and reliability
into their infrastructures. To be able to maintain stability, with more significant power
transfer and higher power quality, and considering conventionally atypical properties,
such as the bidirectional power flow, flexible transmission systems, such as high-voltage
DC (HVDC) and flexible AC transmissions systems (FACTS), devices entirely based on
power electronics can be applied [72]. The smart substation is another example of the direct
implementation of power electronics. Automatization and self-healing are some of the
attributes attained in this way. One last example is the power line communication (PLC),
where a conductor in the transmission system is used, not solely to transport power, but
data too. The role of power electronics, here, is to manipulate the waveforms, to send
signals and information [79].
5. Conclusions
This paper demonstrated how and why power electronics enormously benefit and
enhance the performance of the most modern and sustainable technologies of power
production and distribution. Its purpose was to present the research trends that link DG,
microgrids and smart grids to static converters, so that those who are interested in such
studies can have, to hand, the initial concepts to develop their own projects, acting as a guide
for later works. A broad perspective about power converters applied to modern sustainable
power systems was given, as well as important insights, showing and explaining the most
advanced state-of-the-art technologies and techniques used in each one.
For the DG, the converters not only adapt the electric parameters to coincide with
those available in the grid, they also substantially improve the operation of each one of
the sources. Higher efficiency, power quality and reliability, advanced control, optimal
production and cost reductions are some advantages. Wind turbines tend to be more reliant
in power electronics due to the advantages that they bring, eliminating costly equipment
that needs maintenance and repair more often, such as the gearbox and the capacitor banks,
in addition to providing speed variations and control of the active and reactive powers.
For photovoltaic systems, as well as for fuel cells, the static converters are mandatory for
AC applications. In the first case, it was seen that the operation is enhanced when power
electronics are distributed for a group of panels (strings), or even for each unit, improving
the photovoltaic array’s performance through exclusive MPPT, making the most out of the
available sunlight. Moreover, the arrays are more flexible and easier to assemble. For the
fuel cells, the system can agglomerate different functions, such as integrated power factor
correction and the forming of UPS systems. For small hydro, power electronics change
from being a simple aid to being fundamental in its operation, especially when they are
installed in places where the hydraulic flows are highly variable. Finally, the different
small-sized thermic sources, such as CHP and biomass, use microturbines that, in turn,
will only work for the most common electrical applications if they have power electronics
converters as the interface, since they need to have their high output frequencies adapted.
For microgrids, it was seen that power electronics are essential in order for them
to work, providing different control functions and hierarchical control levels that allow
parallel to the grid and islanding operation modes, beyond power flow control with the
grid. The many distinct and adaptive architectures of microgrids can only be implemented
because they use power converters extensively. For smart grids, power electronics are a
key piece, in several points on every side of it, from consumption to production, passing
through transmission. Among those highlighted in this paper are: intelligent insertion in an
embracing way to the power system, DG operation improvement, bidirectional power flow
and agent-based controls, the integrated formation of smart microgrids, the transformation
of the distribution system, from passive to active, and new devices and techniques for a
more advanced and flexible transmission system.
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Despite the recent advances, there is a lot to be learned in the relationships among DG,
microgrids, smart grids and power electronics. However, as was shown, static converters
are becoming protagonists in future grid development. It is up to the professionals in the
area to understand and avail the several benefits that they can provide. Thus, in order for
the power system to not lose the high power quality and reliability that it has acquired
in recent years, and to integrate new technologies that meet the human needs, assist in
environment preservation and conservation and mitigate climate change, the adoption of
power electronics seems the best answer.
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